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overall pitch length (defined as a circumferential 
length along a belt's pitch line). Then suitable V belts 
are narrowed further by which have sufficient power 
ratings (determined by rpm and sheave speed) to 
satisfy design demand of nominal horsepower (to be 
transmitted or output at the motor) with application of 
a service factor. 

Sound complicated? In fact, industry has 
simplified much of this with references that list fairly 
specific Vthelt service factors that adjust for typical 
levels of special application demands and losses 
from variable loads and rpm, heat, environmental 
conditions, and shock and vibration. 

Where friction belts are insufficient for a motion 
design — as on positioning table, conveyor, and 
printing.madhne axes needing we synchronous 
operation, for example— toothed synchronous belts 
excel. Such belt drives are also indispensable in 
compact designs that need power-dense linear drives 
in awkward or compact design envelopes. 

As with V belts, be prepared to specify 
synchronous belts by length and axis power demand. 
Here, additional factors include the teeth's maximum 
shear strength (dictated by their cross section as well 
as pulley.engagement dynamics). On the topic of 
teeth engagement, remember that synchronous belt 
drives need tooth clearances at the engagement with 
pulley grooves (so teeth can enter and exit channels 
sans interference). That's why most synchravous belts 
exhibit some backlash. In addition, a synchronous 
belt's tooth shear strength must be high enough to 
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• Embrace the oxymoron: Static 
motion designs — those that only 
depend on consistent end.ofimove 
positioning — can tolerate the errors 
of more basic friction belt drives. In 
contrast. dynamic motion designs 
recluse axes that move precktably 
over their complete strokes — even 

bad vanes during operation. So 
sometimes engineers will work to 
minimize backlash with toothed belts 
needing shallower clearance for 
piney engagement 

withstand maximum application torque demand. As with \theft 
selection, service factors can help engineers pick syndvonous 
belts having shear strengths to withstand the applicationk worst 
expected shocks and loading. 

Despite the extra considerations, syndvonous belts are 
indispensable in precision motion designs. A mature technology 
is belting with teeth of a trapezoidal shape (not to be confused 
with V belts sporting trapezoidal cross sections) — although 
modified iterations are suitable for very precise positioning. 

More common in new designs are rounded profiles carry 
more load than belts with trapezoidal teeth. The belts do this in 
two ways: 1) They have inherently higher tooth shear strength 
and they 2) More evenly spread load over the bekk tensile 
cords. 

Generic labels for synchronous belts with round-profile 
teeth are variations on the term high-torque dive or IfTD 
for short — with the latter a trademark of belt and rubber-
components manufacturer Gates Corp. In some cases, belts 
with roud-profile teeth can tripk horsepower ratings. Another 
design — belts with curvilinear teeth — help optimize pulley-
tooth engagement and pressure angles to boost overall power 
transmission. Many such belts go into automotive application, 
whidt come with tensile cords and in sizes unsuitable for 
industrial designs. • • 

V BELT AND SYNCHRONOUS BELT GEOMETRY 

V BELT USES FRICTION. 

SYNCHRONOUS BELT USES 
POSITIVE ENGAGEMENT. 

CURVILINEAR 
TEETH 

TRAPEZOIDAL 
TEETH 
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BELTS & PULLEYS 0 

TODAY'S APPROACHES IN SELECTING 

synchronous 
& V-belt 

DESIGNS 

vowel- transmission in linear motion 
designs is often through rotaiy-to-

linear devices, chain, or belt drives. The earliest belt 
iteration — and one that's still useful and economical 
today — is the friction-based V-belt design. These pair 
a belt with a pulley (often on an electric motor's geared 
output shaft) to provide reliable operation in myriad 
end-user and industrial designs. 

Modern V-belts are rubber, urethane synthetic, and 
neoprene designs with either a V or trapezoidal profile. 
The latter increases the amount of contact between 
V belts and pulleys to minimize tension needed to 
transmit torque. Even so, polyurethane outperforms 
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rubber thanks to as higher resistance to chemicals and adaptability to 
specialized profiles. (Polyurethane also boosts the shear strength of 
the teeth on synchronous belts covered in this article's next section). 

A V belt's most important element — its tension-bearing 
top — includes fiber cords for strength to bear the actual traction 
load. Modem tension-member cords are often aramide, polyester, 
fiberglass, or even steel. Re-stretched variations help minimize 
stretch. The cords embed into the main belt material that serves to 
hold the belt body together and shed heat. The part of most modem 
friction belts that engages the pulley is a compression section 
designed to actually wedge into pulley grooves as a way to boost 
engagement. In many instances, a rubberized fabric cover helps 
protect the belt and prevent slipping and overheating cords. 

Though they're versatile and 
forgiving, improperly sized friction-
based belt drives can slip (tangentially 
on the pulley — a form of lost motion) 
and creep axially. That can make for 
unreliable speed output. Here are some 
things to remember if a V-belt drive 
makes the most sense for a motion 
axis: Output torque depends on belt 
resistance to tension and belt-pulley 
adherence. The latter is why oils and 
greases must be kept away from belt 
drives — or threaten drive failure die to 
slipping. 

Be prepared to specify V belts 
by cross section (including the belt's 
top width, V angle, and depth) and 

• Shown here ate live purvey designs and a 
Concentric Maxi Torque bushing attachment 
system from Custom Machine & Tool Co. Inc. 
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